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INTRODUCTION
This white paper provides analysis and recommendations to the Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident
Prevention Committee pertaining to lasher injuries in Southern California.
Notwithstanding the advances in vessel and cargo handling technology, the job of container lashing and
securing remains largely manual, requiring lashers to physically lash and unlash containers onboard vessels.1
The physical demands of a lasher involve the full range of body movement. A skilled lasher must possess
above average high hand coordination2, an acute sense of awareness, and a high degree of mental alertness
while performing their work. A proficient lasher must also have a high level of cardiovascular fitness, with the
ability to endure strenuous physical activity over extended periods of time. As manual as lashing work
remains, it is an essential function to the movement of cargo within west coast ports. As vessels grow in size
and the work force demographic changes, so do the risks associated with performing the work of the lasher.
Changes within the industry and the increased levels of risk associated with lashing was recognized by the
Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee (JAPC) in April of 20133. In recognizing vessel
growth, a changing demographic in the traditional longshore worker and sustained lashing injuries, the
Southern California Lashing Subcommittee was formed. The subcommittee was tasked with analyzing lasher
injuries in Southern California. Functioning under the guidance of the JAPC, the subcommittee was to
convene independently to explore avenues of analysis and speak in an open format. The direction given by
the JAPC was to explore avenues that would reduce the severity and frequency of injuries associated with
performing the work of a lasher. Analysis results and findings would then be used as points of education and
guidance while contributing to informed discussions within the JAPC.
The subcommittee, comprised equally of ILWU and Employer representation, met approximately 25 times
over the course of 36 months. Prior to the commencement of their work, members of the subcommittee
agreed to utilize a control and improvement tool called DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control).
The DMAIC process was an essential strategy in guiding the subcommittee through their work process and
findings. It also kept the group on task to progress methodically through analysis in order to complete the
recommendations presented in this White Paper. Over the course of thirty-six months the subcommittee
reviewed and analyzed injury data, conversed in honest discussions with lashers and Foreman, surveyed the
professional lashing community, analyzed the Pacific Maritime Association lasher training program, reviewed
current equipment utilized by lashers, and examined lasher work environments.

1

ICHCA International
“high hand coordination” defined as the ability to work with hands above ones head for an extended amount of time
3 16.1 Recognizing that prevention of accidents is mutually beneficial, the responsibility of the parties in respect thereto shall be as follows:
2

16.2 To make effective the above statements and promote on the job accident prevention, employer-employee committees will be established
in each port. These committees will consist of equal numbers of employer and employees representatives at the job level. Each category of
employees should be represented. Employers’ representatives should be from the supervisory level. The purpose of the committees will be to
obtain the interest of the men in accident prevention by making them realize that they have a part in the program, to direct their attention to
the real causes of accidents and provide a means for making practical use of the intimate knowledge of working conditions and practices of the
men on the job. It is further intended that this program will produce mutually practical and effective recommendations regarding correction of
accident producing circumstances and conditions.
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ANALYSIS OF LASHER INJURY DATA
Lasher injury data was provided by the Pacific Maritime Association for all injures reported between January
2010 and September 2013. This data was thoroughly analyzed and discussed by both the subcommittee and
experienced lashers who provided their observations. Detailed findings are captured in Section 1 – Analysis
of Injury Data Findings.
Summary of Findings:
A primary and key finding was a correlation between the loss time injuries4 and the number of days the worker
had performed in lashing jobs prior to the injury. It was found that:




Approximately 21% of the lashers injured worked less than 40 hours as a lasher within the 365 days
prior to their injury
Approximately 60% of the lashers injured worked less than 1,000 hours as a lasher within the 365
days prior to their injury
Lashers with more than 1,000 hours had 68% fewer injures

From this, the subcommittee concluded that limited lasher experience correlated to the likelihood of an injury.
The first 40 hours working as a lasher within the last 365 days was a significant finding.
To reinforce these initial findings, the subcommittee performed a second review on an expanded data set.
The Pacific Maritime Association provided a data set ranging from January 2010 to September 2015. The
correlation between lost time injuries and number of days a worker performed lasher duties remained
unchanged. Details are provided in Section 1 – Analysis of Data Findings.
ANALYSIS OF LASHER TRAINING PROGRAM
The subcommittee thoroughly and objectively examined the Pacific Maritime Association’s lasher training
program to determine if the program provided workers with the information and training required to reduce
injury on the job. The intent of the subcommittee was not to identify the Pacific Maritime Association’s training
program’s deficiencies, but to provide an objective comment on the current lashing program’s contents. The
subcommittee reviewed training materials, the training facility and the lasher test. Experienced lashers
participated in this analysis and offered comments based on their observations. Detailed findings are
captured in Section 2 – Analysis of Lasher Training Program.
Summary of Findings:
The program review was intended to identify gaps between current training practices and the correlation to
incidents of injury. In short, the subcommittee found that the training program does not accurately represent
the work environment that lashers must perform in, nor does it provide sufficient training to identify risks and
reduce personal injury.
Importantly, the subcommittee found the training program focus was almost singularly on a proficiency test
of a worker’s ability to complete a lashing exercise within a dedicated timed period. To complete the exercise,
trainees are provided hands-on activities handling typical, yet obsolete, lashing gear. Unfortunately, beyond
this exercise, the program does not provide the worker with sufficient training or skills to perform lashing in
an operational environment. It is understood the practical lashing test will not be modified nor is it the
subcommittee’s intent to do so.
Of further significance, safety strategies to prevent injuries are minimally addressed. Fall arrest training is not
sufficiently covered, nor are Pacific Coast Marine Safety Code Rules explained. The lashing training manual
is woefully out of date and not designed as a useful reference for new workers to the waterfront. From this,
the subcommittee concluded the current lasher training program needs a thorough review including

4

Lost Time Injury (LTI) is a work-related injury or illness that results an individual is unable to work on a subsequent scheduled work day or shift.
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curriculum revision. The subcommittee offers a notional lasher training program for the Pacific Maritime
Association to consider in this report.
ANALYSIS OF EQUIPMENT USED IN LASHING
To analyze equipment used in lashing, the subcommittee utilized the experienced lashers understanding of
best-in-class equipment. Use of best-in-class equipment can help reduce injuries to lashers. With regards to
personal protective equipment, hard hats were of primary interest. Reflective clothing, protective gloves and
fall arrest gear was also thoroughly discussed. Experienced lashers participated in this analysis and offered
observations. A primary in-person questionnaire followed by an online survey were used to capture these
observations. Detailed findings are provided in Section 3 – Analysis of Equipment and Work Environment.
Summary of Findings:
It was found that the typical hard hat, although adequate by ANSI standards, was by design a burden to the
lasher more so than in other longshore jobs. Alternate helmet designs meeting ANSI standards were
examined and found by design to be superior for lashing work. Primarily the alternate helmet style offers
greater visibility for the worker who spends the majority of their shift looking up. The alternate style helmet
also vents better, remain on the individual’s head when looking up and is generally more comfortable to wear.
Headlights used by lashers are compatible with the alternate helmet design. Safety compliant t-shirts were
examined as an alternative to high-visibility vests which can snag as lashers navigate tight catwalks on
vessels. Professional lashers identified gloves as the critical piece of personal protective gear necessary to
perform the work. Fall arrest gear was also examined. The lack of consistency of fall arrest gear and recovery
equipment on the waterfront is a deterrent to its use. More importantly, the workforce lacks sufficient training
on the use of fall arrest and recovery equipment.
From these analysis the preferred personal protective equipment for lashing includes:





Alternate helmet design
ANSI Class II t-shirts
Double palm cowhide leather gloves
Standardized fall arrest gear (this includes a review of fall arrest training, possibly by another subcommittee)

In addition, the types of unlocking poles were discussed. A carbon fiber unlocking pole has been developed
for industry use. The subcommittee will work to obtain a pole and further evaluate durability, use, and benefits.
ANALYSIS OF WORK ENVIRONMENT
The subcommittee addressed the lashing work environment for factors that may be relevant to the severity
and number of lasher injuries. The following topics were discussed:






How lashers are ordered for work (the process and job requirements)
How lashers work together
How lashers think about safety and injuries on the job
What lashers do to make their job more efficient while maintaining safe work practices
How lashers communicate hazards

Experienced lashers provided input to questions and answers which were then analyzed by the subcommittee.
The questions and answers are provided in Section 3 – Analysis of Equipment and Work Environment.
Summary of Findings:
The findings were discussed in length, and appear to have raised awareness within the waterfront community
with positive impacts. Although injury rates remain high, loss of time incidents are down significantly.
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As reported by the Pacific Maritime Association in their 2015 Quarter 3 safety report “lasher lost time incidents
on the West Coast are down 39% through Q3 compared to 2014.”5
In Southern California lasher incidents are down 63% through Q3 compared to Q3 2014.
One interesting finding related to the work environment is the process in which employers place lashing
orders in Southern California. The job of lasher may be ordered as a “swing/lash” or as “swing” through the
dispatch hall. By ordering lashers as “swing/lash” the employer is informing the employee the job does require
lashing whereas “swing” may require lashing. The subcommittee concluded that employees who prefer not
to lash, for whatever reason, should know up front if the job may involve lashing. Considering the data
described previously which correlates lashing experience (less than 40 hours within the last 365 days) to
injury rate, this finding is even more significant.
A known hazard identified by lashers is the placement of high cube containers on-deck in the most inshore
and offshore container tiers. When high cube container are placed in these positions, lashers are having to
climb onto handrails with unlocking poles to reach and unlock cone pigtails. By working outside the safety of
the catwalk and handrails, additional risk are incurred by the lashers. This risk can be eliminated by replacing
high cube containers with standard height containers in the planning of the vessel stow.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE
Detailed recommendations are provided in Section 4: Recommendations of the Subcommittee. In summary,
the subcommittee’s recommendations to reduce the severity and number of injuries include:


PMA Training Program Review
- A notional lasher training program agenda has been developed for JAPC consideration.



Best-In-Class Equipment Provisions
- Alternate headwear (Petzl Hard Hat or equivalent)
- ANSI Class II t-shirts
- Double palm cowhide leather gloves
- Standardized fall arrest gear



Lashing Work Awareness Provisions
- Code changes for ordering labor
- Identification of swing/lash vs swing work



Hazard Identification and Communication
- Identification of on-deck high cube stowage inshore and offshore



5

Annual Review of Injury Data

Pacific Maritime Association Q1 2015 Safety Report
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1 ANALYSIS OF INJURY DATA FINDINGS
The subcommittee was provided a large data set by the Pacific Maritime Association and included all reported
ILWU lasher injuries in Southern California from 2010-2013 . The Pacific Maritime Association Annual Report
and other safety reports of longshore injuries were also reviewed and considered by the committee. The
subcommittee also reviewed fatality data of lasher injuries available through the National Maritime Safety
Association (NMSA).
The Pacific Maritime Association provided data for all reported lasher injuries; however, the subcommittee
focused primarily on injuries that resulted in loss time incidents. The OSHA regulatory definition of a Loss
Time Incident is clear for reporting purposes. By focusing on Loss Time incidents, versus all reported lasher
injuries, the subcommittee determined the data would be more accurate and consistent across all employers.
The following data elements were analyzed. Detailed analysis is provided in Appendix 1.
Incident date
Age
Operation
Incident Type
Cause

Incident
Occupation
Company name
Loss Time
Body parts
Time of day

Registration
Status
Terminal name
OSHA recordable
Place of incident
Incident weekday

Gender
Vessel name
Loss work days
Source
Remarks

TOP 5 LASHER INJURIES
The subcommittee reviewed and discussed the lasher injury data provided by the Pacific Maritime
Association. The most frequent and severe injuries were identified as was the severity of the injury based on
lost time and total days away. Also reviewed was the frequency of injury based on injury count reported.
Injury Type
Fracture (predominately fingers)
Sprain/strain/spasm
Multiple Types
Cut/laceration
Contusion

Average Days Away
87.4
75.8
70.0
43
40

Injury Type
Sprain/strain/spasm
Contusion
Multiple types
Cut laceration
Fracture

Frequency – Injury Count
129
98
91
51
29

The subcommittee determined:



Lashing bars and turnbuckles are the primary source of injury and result in the majority of “strained”
and ‘struck by” types of injuries
The “struck by” lashing bar/turnbuckle resulting in a “sprain/strain/spasm” was determined the second
most severe injury and the most frequent type of injury.
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Identification of injury frequency (left image) vs. injury severity (right image)
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LASHER INJURIES IN RELATION TO EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING
Recent experience in lashing was an important determinant in the probability of injury sustainment. A primary
and key finding was the correlation between the loss time injuries6 and the number of days the worker had
performed in lashing jobs prior to the injury. It was found that:




Approximately 21% of the lashers injured worked less than 40 hours as a lasher within the 365 days
prior to their injury
Approximately 60% of the lashers injured worked less than 1,000 hours as a lasher within the 365
days prior to their injury
Lashers with more than 1,000 hours reported fewer loss time injuries

From this the subcommittee concluded that limited recent experience serving as a lasher correlated to the
likelihood of an injury. The first 40 hours working as a lasher within the last 365 days is significant.
To reinforce these initial findings, the subcommittee performed a second review on an expanded data set.
The Pacific Maritime Association provided a data set to include January 2010 to September 2015. The
correlation between lost time injuries and number of days a worker performed lasher duties remained
unchanged between data sets.
6

Lost Time Injury (LTI) is a work-related injury or illness that results an individual is unable to work on a subsequent scheduled work day or shift.
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The second examination of data provided the following findings:






There were 4,121 workers coast wide who picked up at least one lasher job in 2014
There were 396 workers coast wide who worked more than 1,000 hours in 2014 as a lasher (10%)
There were 1,656 workers coast wide who picked up at least one lasher job but worked less than 40
hours as a lasher in 2014 (40%)
Workers who accrued less than 40 hours made up 2% of the total hours while incurring 23% of the
lost time injury
Workers accruing greater than 1,000 hours made up 58% of the total hours while incurring 38% of the
lost time injury

The subcommittee reviewed and discussed recent Southern California lost time lasher injuries and
determined the next most likely severe injury will be:




Professional lasher struck by gear (turnbuckles/bars) resulting in a strain and/or sprain
Casual lasher struck by gear (turnbuckles/bars) resulting in a strain and/or sprain
Casual lasher involved in injury due to open catwalk access cover and/or catwalk

These projections were based on review of objective data and collective professional experience.
Professional lashers also sustain injuries involving catwalk access covers/catwalks/deck surfaces involving
slip, trips and falls as well as descending ladders. These injuries typically lost approximately 70 days away
from work, which is considered an average amount of time. These injuries are not to be overlooked but do
not occur as frequently as the lashing gear type of injuries.
Of significant concern, not all injuries sustained by professional lashers are reported. Most professional
lashers sustain contusions and lacerations on a frequent basis but do not report them to the employer. The
group accepts these types of injuries as “part of the job” and to some degree expects an injury will occur.
DEFINITION OF WORKING WITH PARTNER
Working with a partner is drastically different from the concepts currently taught to actual on-the-job
environment. The current recommendation of “working in pairs” is a safer practice and assumes that two sets
of hands working the same gear decreases the opportunity for injury. But, after much discussion with
professional lashers has its challenges. The subcommittee has determined further research is required in
order to make a qualified recommendation. Select members of the subcommittee will research this topic and
provide a recommendation through the Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee.
Research will take the form of interviews with injured lashers who sustained a “struck by” type of injury.
Interviews with both partners is required as the data provided by the PMA is limited regarding “how the
individual was struck by gear.”
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2 ANALYSIS OF LASHER TRAINING PROGRAM
ACADEMIC TRAINING PROGRAM
Scope of Curriculum
As reference the current program agenda and training manual are attached in Appendix 5.
The subcommittee reviewed the current Lasher Training program agenda, attended the training course, and
discussed the program with the Pacific Maritime Association Trainers. The current lasher training manual and
lashing videos were also reviewed. The subcommittee asked the following questions of the current Lasher
Training program with regards to each component of the program:
1. Did the program sufficiently serve to provide employees with information and
skills to prevent injuries? Yes or no? Why?
2. Did the program sufficiently prepare the employee to work proficiently and safely as a
lasher? Yes or no? Why?
Course Agenda
In Southern California the lashing training program is conducted in 7 hours with 1.5 hours reserved for lunch.
The student to teacher ratio is approximately 5 to 1.
The subcommittee reviewed the lashing training course agenda. The focus of the day is the lashing test.
Students arrive at the Pacific Maritime Association training facility where the first component of training is to
view the lashing test explanation video. Students then practice hanging lashing bars (one through three high)
for two and a half hours. At that time the student is given the opportunity to decide if they want to take the
lashing test after lunch or defer for thirty days. Students who wish to sit for the practical test do so after lunch.
The test is administered for one hour. Post-test students then receive training in the following areas:




Use of turnbuckles
Working in pairs
How to insert a cone

This instruction does not correspond to the written material presented in the student-training manual.
In reference to the lashing training manual, training exercises 2 through 7 are not taught. As reviewed by the
professional lashers, the exercises in the manual are all considered essential skills and basic knowledge as
a lasher. The subcommittee agreed the identified skills in exercises 2 through 7 are an excellent starting point
for post-test curriculum. As these skills are presented, further explanation is necessary for them to be effective
and useful to the lashing student. The curriculum must clearly describe the skills and procedures required to
safely perform the exercises.
The hands-on-training portion of the lashing program falls drastically short in providing employees with
information and skills to prevent injuries. The overall program does not sufficiently prepare the employee to
work proficiently and safely as a lasher.
Lasher Training Manual
The subcommittee extensively reviewed the current Pacific Maritime Association Lashing training manual
and the predecessor manual. The subcommittee also reviewed the British Columbia Maritime Employer
Association lashing training manual, as well as a lashing training manual utilized in east coast operations.
In its current state the Lasher Training Manual does not serve to provide employees with detailed information
on how to work safely and prevent injuries. Safe work practices are generically identified but further
explanation is required. Also noted, the manual does not provide information how to work proficiently as a
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lasher. It is understood the lashing manual is one component of an overall program but the contents provided
are incomplete.
The subcommittee identified content within the lashing manual as outdated and no longer applicable to the
stevedoring industry. Illustrations depicting lashing gear are outdated and no longer used within industry.
Several images within the manual are poorly illustrated.
The manual predominately focuses on the components of the lashing test. Although explanation of the test
is a necessary component of the program it should not be the primary focus. As depicted in the lashing
training manual, lasher exercises 2 through 7 are basic and essential functions of a lasher. However, the
manual does not provide instructions on the techniques required and the procedures needed to complete
these tasks. More importantly, it does not provide instructions on how to perform these tasks safely in a live
environment.
The training manual briefly identifies primary hazards associated with container lashing but lacks follow
through with in classroom discussion and/or lecture. Simply identifying the hazard falls short in injury
prevention. Identification of hazards is a first step followed by how to correct hazards and how to work safely
with proper lashing techniques. In the subcommittee’s observations, the manual is not used as an effective
tool for lasher training.
Lasher Training Videos
The subcommittee reviewed the current Pacific Maritime Association Lashing training video. The video
depicts the steps required to pass the lashing test. In its current state the video does not serve to provide
employees with information how to work safely as a lasher in a live environment or the knowledge to prevent
injuries. Lashing techniques for live work environments are not demonstrated.
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3 ANALYSIS OF EQUIPMENT AND WORK ENVIRONMENT
The subcommittee discussed equipment used in lashing with an attempt to highlight best-in-class gear that
would reduce injury severity. The subcommittee also discussed the lashing work environment in an attempt
to identify how professional lashers could perform their work with fewer injuries. Two surveys were conducted:



In-person questionnaire
Online survey (utilizing the Survey Monkey tool)

Both sets of survey results in their entireties are available in Appendix 3.
The in-person questionnaire was developed with a focus on the types of equipment and work practices
lashers found most effective to performing their work safely.
The online survey was then developed with an expanded set of questions.
To help facilitate the implementation of the online survey, the subcommittee sought the support of Mr. Rey
Villarreal. Mr. Rey Villarreal is a professional lasher in Southern California who has developed and maintains
a website of all vessels and their gear which call to Southern California facilities. This website is accessed
daily by professional lashers to determine lash back and/or drop profiles and vessel gear. Mr. Villarreal kindly
agreed to post the link for the lashing survey to his website. The survey was posted for two weeks and a total
of 56 surveys were completed. The survey response in its entirety was reviewed by the subcommittee.
The subcommittee developed the surveys with strong input from the professional lashers. The surveys
identified best-in-class equipment and current work practices of the professional lasher, with a focus on injury
prevention and worker safety.
Below are the subcommittee’s findings.
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Protective gloves, hard hats and steel toed boots were the three pieces of equipment identified by lashers to
be most the most important pieces of safety gear worn or used while lashing to prevent injuries.
Protective Gloves – Eight-six 86% of respondents stated gloves were the most important piece of personal
protective equipment to be used while lashing. In an almost unanimous response the double palm cowhide
leather gloves are the preferred glove worn and recommended by professional lashers.
Hard Hats – Respondents stated hard hats were the second most important piece of personal protective
equipment to be worn while lashing. Thirty-nine 39% percent of respondents stated the Petzl style climbing
hard hat is the preferred style hard hat worn by professional lashers followed by the standard style hard hat.
Lashers who work at night also require a headlamp attached to their hard hat.
Boots – Although not a predetermined category of the survey, boots were the third identified piece of personal
protective equipment to be worn while lashing. A standard well-fitted tightly laced steel toe boot was the
preferred and recommended style boot recommended by lashers. Eighty-nine 89% percent of respondents
stated current available styles of work boot met their needs.
Forty-six 46% of lashers stated they do not wear any type of high-visibility clothing while lashing, compared
to 36% of lashers who stated they do. Those that do almost exclusively prefer the high-visibility t-shirt. It was
stressed however, that the t-shirts need to be made of cotton vs. a poly type material for comfort and
breathability. Lashers also expressed the need for a long sleeve high-visibility lashing t-shirt.
Breaker Bar – Fifty-eight 58% percent of respondents stated the 5/8” breaker bar, 16th inches in length is an
ideal design. Fifty percent of respondents provided additional input. Fifty percent of respondents provided
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additional input on tools and equipment, the results are available in Appendix 3. In summary the right tool is
needed depending on the work being performed.
WORK HABITS OF PROFESSIONAL LASHERS
Prior to the commencement of their work most professional lashers (68%) review their work environment.
More importantly 100% of the respondents in the survey stated they regularly check the catwalks to ensure
catwalk access covers are closed. This is a key point of learning and should be adapted in the revised lasher
training program. Eighty-eight 88% percent of the respondents check the catwalk access covers throughout
their shift to ensure they remain closed.
Job activities with the highest level of risk for injury
Responses varied, as this was a free text response. Commonalities among the respondents were:










Hanging of gear/ struck by that gear/passing gear/loss of control of bar
Lashing near 20 foot containers with lack of railings
Working near cranes
Breaking and tightening turnbuckles
Off shore pedestal unlocking 3 high container; usually a high cube with minimal railing and/or rope
Being injured by another worker, and working with inexperienced lashers
Standing on railings to compensate for short bars and unlocking poles
Leaning over cable rails to hook up turnbuckles
Use of ladders

Skills identified as lacking in lashers with less experience
Responses varied, as this was a free text response. Commonalities among the respondents were:








Lack of solid lashing fundamentals
Lack of situational awareness, knowledge and technique
Lack of knowledge regarding ships gear
Lacking of knowing how to do the job
Lack of stamina, both physical and mental
Lack of work ethic
Lack of general knowledge

The words “technique, strength and stamina” were frequently repeated answers.
Foreman Safety Talk
Forty three 43% percent of respondents stated the average Foreman Safety Talk was rated as “OK.” The
scale for rating the Foreman Safety Talk was:






Excellent
Good
OK
Not Good
Horrible

In asking how important is the Foreman Safety Talk to a lasher, fifty-one 51% stated it depends of the history
of the Foreman and their knowledge and history of lashing experience.
Definition of Working with Partner
Working with a partner is drastically different from the concepts currently taught to actual on-the-job
environment. The professional lasher’s summarized definition of working in pairs is “split the bay and meet
in the middle” or “123abc meet in the middle.”
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Stretching Prior to Work
Fifty percent 50% of respondents stated they stretch prior to work with a remaining twenty seven 27%
dependent of how they felt the day of the shift. Forty nine 49% percent of respondents stated they think others
would find value in a stretching program prior to work.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
An area of free text was made available to survey participants. Not all respondents took the opportunity for
comment but of those that did comment, there were a few common themes. Not all respondents commented,
but for those that did provided the following common themes.
Condition of Vessel Gear
The condition of vessel gear, particularly turnbuckles, is very important to lashers. If gear is not properly
maintained this can lead to lasher injures. This information needs to be conveyed to vessel crew on a regular
basis.
Tight Thread Turnbuckles
The thread of vessel turnbuckle has changed and is much smaller than was typical of vessels in the past.
This smaller thread doubles the lashers work when tightening turnbuckles, which reinforces the need for
properly maintained vessel gear.
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4 RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE
The subcommittee presents the following recommendations:




Entire revision of the Pacific Maritime Association lasher training program
Development of lasher management program for Foreman
Establish best in class personal protective gear for lashers

It is not the intent of the sub-committee to make recommendations to the pass/fail lasher test. The lasher
pass/fail lasher test will remain part of the lashing training program.
Specific recommendations for revision of lasher training program include:
TRAINING PROGRAM REVIEW
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee recommends the Pacific Maritime
Association review the lashing training program for its efficiency to prevent lasher injuries. The review shall
include:
Lashing Training Manual
Based on the subcommittee’s observations of the lashing training manual, the Committee jointly agreed to
perform preliminary updates to the manual. The subcommittee worked extensively to update the Pacific
Maritime Association’s lasher training manual. Extensive input was provided by current professional lashers
an all aspects of the manual. Outdate information was revised; images were updated to reflect current work
environments; and appropriate gear was included. Professional lashers developed current work procedures
appropriate for all experience levels of lashers. The subcommittee ensured the data analysis results were
addressed through the development of the revised manual.
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee recommends the Pacific Maritime
Association review the suggested changes to the lasher training manual and adopt the revised manual into
current lasher curriculum.
Lashing Training Video
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee recommends the Pacific Maritime
Association review the suggested lashing video ideas and formats as described in Appendix 2. The currently
lashing videos, shown prior to the test, do not teach or demonstrate proper lashing technique. Their primary
focus is demonstrating as how to pass the lashing test. It is the Committee’s recommendation that additional
lashing training videos are developed in correlation with the revised lashing manual.
Post-test Lashing Procedures
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee recommends the Pacific Maritime
Association review curriculum taught to students with a focus on key lashing techniques and lasher safety.
In reference to both the current and revised lashing manual, lashing exercises 2 through 7 are all considered
essential skills and basic knowledge as a lasher. The subcommittee agrees these identified skills are an
excellent starting point for post-test curriculum. Further expansion on these skills is required for them to be
effective and useful to the lashing student. The explanation include “how to” complete safely and technique
associated with completion. The explanation of skills must include “how to” perform the techniques properly
and safely.
Lashing Practice Training Area
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee recommends The Pacific Maritime
Association update the physical lashing training area to be reflective of a vessel bay with catwalks including
current lashing gear.
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As previously stated, the intent of the subcommittee is not to change the pass/fail lasher test. With that the
testing facility will not be changed. The Pacific Maritime Association’s training center land adjacent to the
current testing center has twelve containers that could be used in creating a realistic vessel bay. The realistic
vessel bay could have three high containers, a lashing bridge, and vertical ladders with catwalk access covers.
Six additional twenty-foot containers would be required to develop the vessel bay. As seen in the photo below,
an additional six metal plates would be fabricated to create the four high container. It is recommended to cut
the containers in half, having the container door face each other creating a 48 container bay. Lashing gear
would also be required to outfit the training facility. The vessel bay area would be used to practice hands-on
lashing techniques post lashing test.

Lashing Foreman Training
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee recommends The Pacific Maritime
Association incorporate “lashing training to reduce injuries” into Foreman training. As demonstrated through
the online lasher survey, foreman work history plays a large role into the effectiveness of a Foreman as a
Lashing Foreman. The knowledge set for a Lashing Foreman varies from other Foreman knowledge and
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responsibility. All Lashing Foremen should have a working knowledge of core lashing fundamentals and
techniques, identified risks associated with lashing, and how to safely complete drops and/or lash backs.
Additionally inexperienced Lashing Foremen need guidelines regarding pairing inexperienced lashers and
professional lashers. Foreman decisions regarding partnering of workers vary based on Lasher Foreman
experience. A set of guidelines is required for industry use. As with the current program employers will have
availability to observe all training material and curriculum.
Professional development of the Pacific Maritime Association lashing instructors
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee recommends the Pacific Maritime
Association provide “train the trainer” education for the Pacific Maritime Association lasher instructor staff.
Similar programs have been developed with the British Columbia Maritime Employers Association. The
BCMEA partnered with a local community college in the development of their train the trainer program. This
development of staff ensures that communication of curriculum is properly delivered to students. As
experienced by the British Columbia Maritime Employers Association, individuals may be designated as
professionals in their craft but may not necessarily be a crafted educator. The “train the trainer” type program
ensures longshore workers develop and enhance their skill sets as instructors.
Consultation with University/Training Center
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee recommends the Pacific Maritime
Association consult with a local university and/or adult education learning center to ensure revised curriculum
is developed in the style best suited for adult learners.
Fall Arrest Training and Recovery
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee recommends the Pacific Maritime
Association review the fall-arrest training program to include recovery procedures. The Los Angeles/Long
Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee further recommends the Pacific Maritime Association establish
a subcommittee to review “Person in the Water” recovery.
Best-in-Class Equipment
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee recommends the Pacific Maritime
Association provide workers with a choice of an alternate design hardhat, high-visibility T-shirt, and protective
gloves. All pieces of equipment will meet ANSI standards.

7

Ordering of worker to fulfill lash work

7

Pictures of identified personal protective gear are for reference in style only.
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The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee members on both sides make employees
aware of the “swing/lash” vs. “swing” difference in occupation code when ordering labor. This identification
allows workers to make a more informed choice when ordering lashers or when picking up a job in the hall.
Communication of Identified Hazards
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee members on both sides make employers
aware of additional incurred risk associated with lashing high cubes containers stowed on the most inshore
and offshore container tiers. The risk to lashers can be greatly decreased through vessel planning using a
standard containers on the most inshore and offshore container tiers.
DISBANDMENT OF THE LASHING SUBCOMMITTEE
Annual review of lashing injuries
The Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee will disband the Lashing Subcommittee
at its discretion. The Committee has agreed to calendar the review of lashing injuries annually in the regularly
scheduled Los Angeles/Long Beach Joint Accident Prevention Committee meeting.
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APPENDIX 1: DATA FINDINGS
The graphs below are derived from the original data set provided by PMA.
Data was analyzed and the following was observed:
Registration
Number of Container
Status
Injuries
Operation Injuries
Casual
Longshore
Class A
Clerks
Walking Boss

37
223
2
3

215

Man
Hours

Percentage of
Injury

195,510
2,562,686

1.9%
8.7%

Average
Lost
Work Days per
Injury
52.64
70.10
11
103.3

Based upon the observation the committee drilled down to look specifically at Longshore Class A workers
lashing (including lash back and drop) against a container vessel. Lashing bars and turnbuckles were 47%
of the source of injury of the 215 reports.8

8

Not all sources of injury are visually represented in the table. Edits were made to accommodate table size. The
complete data is available upon request. Data for graphs provided by the Pacific Maritime Association.
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Lashing bars and turnbuckles as an injury source contributed to 41.3% of the total workdays lost in the same
time period.
Lashing bars and turnbuckles was the source equipment associated with most injuries.
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In review of casual lasher injuries within the same time period, lashing bars and turnbuckles accounted for
45% of the source associated with casual injuries and contributed to 48% of total lost days.

ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION






The subcommittee reviewed lasher fatality information provided by the National Maritime Safety
Administration.
Research Paper “14 Lashing of Containers” written by the International Cargo Handling Coordination
Association (ICHCA) was reviewed.
ISO 3874 General purpose containers – handling and securing was reviewed
Pacific Maritime Association 2009 Student Lashing Manual was reviewed
British Columbia Maritime Employer Association 2007 Lashing Manual
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APPENDIX 2: LASHER TRAINING PROGRAM FINDINGS
NOTIONAL CURRICULUM FOR ACADEMIC PORTION OF LASHING TRAINING
0800 – Student check in and ID verification
0810 – Gate closed and students not admitted after 0810
Classroom orientation and videos 1 through 4.
Lashing manual distributed to students
1. Drop (unlash) – “Day in the life of a lasher documentary format” – This is a short introduction video
opening the program by depicting a typical drop. Video would demonstrate:
a. Foreman Safety Talk
b. Foreman pairing lashers
c. Lashers working correctly in pairs with handling of rods and turnbuckles safely
d. Lashers communicating hazards to each other
e. Lashers using proper technique
2. Course Overview and Introduction to Lashing – this video provides an overview of lashing and
program they will participate in today. Video would demonstrate:
a. Why lashing is necessary on vessels
b. Briefly describes task of lashing and associated hazards
c. Introduces lashing manual and how it will be used as a reference throughout day
3. Pacific Coast Marine Safety Code Rules pertaining to lashing – this video would describe:
a. The Pacific Coast Marine Safety Code with brief history overview
b. Chain of command and process for escalating safety concerns and how to report and injury
c. Ideal to have scene of Superintendent and Foreman interacting effectively regarding safety
concern
4. Review of current lashing video in preparation for lashing test
1000 – Lashing practice; work with instructor on lashing rods at test area
1200-1300 – Lunch
1300-1500 – Test
1500-1700 – Pass test and additional training
Continued video review
5. How many safety issues do you see? – Go Pro Video format – this video would identify:
a. Lasher doing job from the first person
b. Depicts a few safety concerns that viewer could recognize (i.e. open catwalk access cover)
and how lasher resolved
c. Promotes discussion by class and instructor
d. Identified areas of risk identified in lashing survey incorporated into video
6. Personal Protective Equipment Series
a. Hard Hat Test (filmed using the “Myth-Busters” format) – this video would demonstrate why
hard hats are crucial pieces of personal protective equipment. Video would show a cone
and/or lashing bar dropped from various heights to showing damage to hard hat. Not
intended to be scientific but more dramatic through the obvious crushing of the gear. Also
demonstrates how a cone can “ping-pong” a horizontal distance and strike a worker on deck
b. Shoe Selection – this video identifies the best type of safety shoe to be worn while lashing
c. High visibility clothing (filmed using the “Myth-Busters” format) – this video demonstrates
why wearing high visibility clothing is an absolute necessity while lashing. Video will identify
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7.

8.

9.

10.

crane cab vantage point showing workers how difficult it is to actually see them working on
deck. Day and night conditions to be included in video.
Top 5 Lasher Injury Review – this video is intended to show personal interviews of professional
lashers describing actual stories regarding the top five types of lasher injuries. Interview could be
witnessed injuries or injuries they actually sustained. Professional lasher to identify what they would
have done different knowing the outcome of decision.
Lashing gear technique and review – this video demonstrates technical components to lashing and
associated gear. Safe practices identified to perform the job. Several typical container lashing
systems are reviewed by a professional lasher demonstrating proper technique for each. Auto and
break bulk apply here.
Working at Height Series
a. Fall Arrest System – this video demonstrates when and how to use fall arrest gear. Shows
the various “aloft baskets” used on waterfront for tie off points. Teaches how to inspect and
don harness, how to ride the beam and how to tie off to self-retracting lifeline. Shows lasher
properly unlocking containers from an elevated position.
b. Recovery System – demonstrates various recovery systems used within work place,
particularly interface with emergency medical services.
Lash Back “Day in the life of a lasher documentary format” - This video closes the program by
depicting a typical lash back. Video would demonstrate:
a. Foreman Safety Talk
b. Foreman pairing lashers
c. Lashers working correctly in pairs with handling of rods and turnbuckles safely
d. Lashers communicating hazards to each other
e. Lashers using proper technique
Vessel departing dock and lashers leaving terminal safely

Continued hands on practice in revised lasher training area. Lashers work through exercises 2 through 7
with emphasis on how to safely complete core lashing activities
1700 – Depart training facility
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APPENDIX 3: IN PERSON QUESTIONNAIRE AND ONLINE SURVEY
IN PERSON QUESTIONNAIRE
Summary of responses to in person survey questions
1.

Question: Do you anticipate being injured while lashing?
Answer: Yes, regular bumps and bruises are part of the job. With regards to the
professional lasher group only a small percentage of actual injuries are reported. The
lashers accept busted fingers and knuckles are part of what they do. When a worker
from this group does report an injury it is significant in nature.

2.

Question: Prior to starting your job do you review your work environment?
Answer: Yes. As one lasher stated “think of the ship as an ever changing environment,
never trust the ship.” Lashers regularly look at the condition of the vessel including
railings and types of lashing gear.

3.

Question: Do you make it a habit to scan the catwalks regularly to ensure the
catwalk/lashing bridge catwalk access covers are closed before working?
Answer: Yes, always. Professional lashers never put 100% of their weight on the
catwalk access covers when they are closed.

4.

Question: What part of your job has this highest level of risk?
Answer: Working inshore and offshore when planners put high cubes on the wings.
This forces the lasher to climb up onto the railings in order to reach the container corner
casting to unlock. The lashers have to literally “palm” the lashing bar. This practice can
be avoided through proper planning.

5.

Question: Would you be accepting of a stretching program prior to work?
Answer: Yes. Most professional lashers currently stretch prior to the commencement
of work.

6.

Question: Do you review the Pacific Maritime Association safety tip flyer?
Answer: Yes, but most of the flyers do not apply to lashing.

7.

Question: Would you be willing to work on a safety tip flyer that reflects safe lashing
practices?
Answer: Yes

8.

Question: Why do you believe PPE compliance in Southern California varies?
Answer: Lashers want to be comfortable. This group understands the importance of
wearing a hard hat because they have been knocked in the head or have experienced
a head injury. This group is prefer the Petzl hard hat and they are willing to wear highvisibility clothing that is breathable cotton. They do not prefer the high-visibility wicking
t-shirts.

9.

Question: How would you improve lashing training?
Answer: The entire program needs revision. It does not realistically portray the current
work environment. This group is willing to participate in revising the current program.

10. Question: How important is the Foreman safety talk to you?
Answer: In most circumstances the professional lashers know more than the lashing
foreman. A handful of Foremen are well versed in lashing and supervise the job well.
Unfortunately the remaining foremen make poor decisions in how they manage the
lashers. For lashers with less experience the foreman safety talk could be very
beneficial. A majority of the professional lashing group do take the time to work with
less experienced lashers. They stated they want to help but also don’t want to overstep
boundaries. The professional lashers stated most of the less experienced lashers are
receptive to the help and appreciate the guidance and tips.
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11. Question: Define “working with your partner”.
Answer: Being able to see their partner in the bay but not working directly next to each
other. They believe this practice works well for casual lashers but for the professional
lasher, they believe it is an elevated risk. When working in pairs the professional
lashers will spilt the bay; one starting mid-ships and the other starting inshore or
offshore. The partners then work parallel to each other. In the event a tool or equipment
drop the partner is far enough away and won’t get injured.
12. Question: What is an ideal design for a breaker bar?
Answer: 5/8 inch bar 16 inches in length.
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ONLINE SURVEY
Summary of responses to online survey
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APPENDIX 4: SUBCOMMITTEE MEMBER PARTICIPATION AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The following acknowledgement is written with genuine heartfelt thanks and sincere appreciation. The
willingness of Local 13 and 94 to share their knowledge of lashing with the subcommittee, understanding it
would contribute to a safer workplace. These lashers (current and retired), Foreman and crane operators
volunteered countless hours between drops, lash backs and regular work hours. Many subcommittee
members worked second shifts, and came in early or on their days off to participate. Their dedication to safety
on the waterfront is truly admirable. Thank you.
Andy Merida – Local 94
Mark Jurisic – Local 13
Pete Califano – Local 13
Tim Monahan – Local 13
Matt Malahni – Local 13
Mitch Ewing – Local 13
Anthony Munoz – Local 13
Kelsey Green – Local 13
Thank you to Greg Barker (Ports America) and Robert Dickey (Ports America) for allowing me to do this work
on behalf of Ports America for the stevedoring industry.
Thank you to Jeff Brown (Safety Manager Eagle Marine) and Dave Turner (Vice President HSE Yusen Ports)
for your support, time, and dedication to the lashing subcommittee. I truly appreciate your commitment to the
reduction of lasher injuries and all injuries on the waterfront.
Thank you to Curtis Shaw and Mike Hall of the Pacific Maritime Association for your support of the
subcommittee. The data support and analysis was a critical piece in the development of the groups work.
Curtis, thank you for your guidance and support through this entire process. You really helped me get across
the finish line.
Thank you to Rey “the Chief” Villarreal for allowing the subcommittee to post the lashing survey to your
website. Because of you we were able to survey the lashing community. The feedback received was truly
priceless.
Thank you to Sharifa Batts (Safety Manager Ports America) and Chris O’Connell (Operations Manager Ports
America) for keeping the subcommittee on schedule during my brief departure for maternity leave.
Thank you to the following individuals who also participated in the subcommittee;
Gary Gonzalez – Local 94
Zachariah Zack – Local 13
Rey “The Chief” – Local 13
Patrick Bates – Local 13
Manuel Jimenez – Local 13
Rick Terrones – Local 13

Luke Hollingsworth – Local 13
Russell Rowlands – PMA
Danny Inman – PMA
Daniel Coates – PMA
Ike Heitala – Local 13

White paper authored by Kristina Bowden, Assistant Director Health, Safety and Environment West Coast
Containers for Ports America.
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